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or how Matt Hudson is out to get you
By D. B. SCOTT Career Assessment has nine members on its board of directors 

Hudson is president, James Hinckling (listed as “one of Canada’s 
foremost industrial psychologists’ ) is vice-president and George Elliot 
(a Toronto lawyer) is secretary-treasurer.

Multiple Access General Computer Corporation’s vice-presidents of 
finance and marketing respectively, Harold Andrews and C. J Kurtz are 

as ar,e the two psychologists in charge of the Human Studies 
Foundation, Edwin R. Henry and William Owens.

The staff psychologists are both from the U.S. Henry is described as 
semi-retired, formerly chairman of the department of psychology of New 
York University, director of social science research for Standard Oil of 
New Jersey and director of selection of the U.S. Peace Corps.

Owens presently at the University of Georgia, as a professor and 
chrector of psychometric laboratory.’’ is said, in promotional literature
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Hudson said the other two directors haven’t yet been named, but said 
they would be representatives of two groups of shareholders. When asked 
it there were any large shareholders he refused to say but did say “I can 
tell you this, the company is 98 per cent Canadian-owned.”

He said both the corporation (Career Assessment) and 
Studies Foundation started at the 
corporation began first.

“In terms of concept, they came together," he said 
“The concept is really one of research - there’s going to have to be an 

awful lot of research done if this placement idea is to get better. But a 
research foundation doesn’t happen to pay its own way so we're going to
have to get donations from corporations and the government.”

udson refused to name any trustees of the foundation, saying that 
theyor|aniJzaStion.the 51386 °f 3Sking pe°ple ‘f they W0Uld consider Joining
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When it comes to looking for a job, especially when faced with the 
grosser, cattle-auction aspects of job interviews, most of the students 
who 11 graduate this spring would welcome someone paving their wav to 
that “good job with more pay." J

And it was inevitable that some entrepreneur would see the endless 
commercial possibilities of taking the worry out of being hired

The entrepreneur in this case is Matthew Hudson, a wheeler-dealer 
lawyer not unfamiliar with making a buck out of the student market

And his scheme to take advantage of those commercial possibilities is 
differ en ceSeSSm6nt ^ ’ 3 comPuterized j°b placement service with a

The difference is the setup, of the company and of the customer (read 
product.)

Quite simply, Career Assessment Ltd. combines the collation abilities 
° ,^/)mPu*er technology with the results of behavioral studies to come ud 
with a new way of matching job hunters with employers.

It will compare,’ a press release from the company says, “what the 
students have to offer with the employee characteristics 
various companies in hiring staff."

For the student taking advantage of the company’s service all that’s 
required is five dollars and an hour or so of his time

He picks up a Biographical Inventory Blank and fills in the required 
information. The blank and its instructions, according to promotional 
literature, will be available in most college bookstores, or by sending a 
cheque or money order to the company’s Toronto headquarters

The information provided on the BIB is stored and sorted by computer 
m^o^MHls^6 Multiple Access General Computer Corporation, located

The interpreted result of the questionnaire is sent to students in the 
form of a ‘personal counselling report.” Career Assessment says this 
report should tell the student which areas of work he is best suited for.

The principle behind the BIB works this way according to a CA 
producer : "The reasonable and basic assumption behind the work in the 
held of biodata is that people will most often behave in the future as thev 
have behaved in the past. It treats the person as an individual, based on 
his unique life history antecedents, but is related to the social milieu in 
which he exists."
., T?6 fee caidjby students g°es’ not to Career Assessments Ltd. but to 
the Human Studies Foundation, “a non-profit, Canadian institution being 
set^ up to further research into human resources, their allocation and

sought by

the Human 
same time (1969) but legally, the

But in promotional literature sent to bookstores, the sales pitch 
made in the name of the foundation. was

From the letter: “The trustees of the foundation have decided to make 
!nvento?yCEkS"b<)0kSt0reS 3$ distribution P°ints for the Biographical

But the University of Western Ontario bookstore manager told 
oundation not to bother sending the unwanted and unordered BIB’s and 

denied use of the bookstore name in any Career Assessment advertising. 
The letter sent by the organization took cooperation by bookstore

The bookstore at Carleton University also refused to sell the BIBs At 
York, bookstore manager Steve Zalewski is still selling the BIBs, but with 
this article and a sign asking potential buyers to read the article first 
posted above them.
, Tb^ech"|?u? used to get people to sign up for the scheme and to 
handle the BIBs for sale is typically high pressured.

The student is told in an ad that he has less than one week to purchase 
complete and mail the form if he or she doesn’t want to miss out!
benefit^ ^ bookstore is told time is of the essence for students to

. “uds°" sfaid CA would be providing some funds for the foundation
fnrm R,!fhe fif0 f BIBJee wouldn’t cover even the processing of the 
form. But initially, he said, the foundation hoped to get government 
grants to support the research.
fhaThe qiaeltl0n of,sto^a8e of statistical minutiae and the possible abuse 
wstiot" L™ sa°,U int°rma,to »as “> very important ethical

The foundation will only 
mission, he said.
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, If aB the money for the BIBs goes to the Human Studies Foundation 
where does the profit of Career Assessment come in?

From the employers.
For getting a selection service performed by CA, employers pay a 

minimum of $500 to get several suitable candidates to fill two iob
hired16'65’ P US ^ Pei" ^ °f the firSt year’s Salary of the persons

If an additional employee is needed he 
five per cent. be provided for $300 plus

By the end of the first year of operation, CA expects to have data on 
trial pehodStUd6ntS l° ftt the recluirements of companies during the first

The data is extensive, running to 550 multiple-choice items on the BIB 
relatl"g t0 every asPect of an applicant’s past life. That data combined 
with the empirical keys" developed by the foundation using past 
research results, forms the backbone of Career Assessment’s product

Hudson, Career Assessment’s president, is a long-time student of the 
arta Judent marketing, although not a very successful one

■ Z”?'1® at Queen’s University in law, he was involved in an organization 
called Mr. Ccimpus. It sold national and local advertising for desk blotters 
to be distributed on campus and for some time raised charter 
flights.

Contrary to quite a few federal laws, Mr. Campus sold flights to
urope and Jcimmca even though they were declared uncharterworthy 

by the Canadian government. To get around this, they continued to solicit
arrangement’"1 r°Uted them through other charter groups, also an illegal

He was also involved in an abortive attempt to set up a national ad
vertising scheme. According to Hudson, he was approached by a number 
of university newspapers to pilot the scheme, but pulled out when he 
encountered stiff opposition, notably from Canadian University Press 
and its president, Stewart Saxe.

Saxe said Hudson had too little know-how, 
starting too late for the scheme to be viable.
.. Jbf set up.and sales techniques in Career Assessment and associated 
companies is far more sophisticated, than in his previous ventures.

can

the information for research with per- 

the^initiflfrtm’ Th,™ever’ co"sfists of si8nmg a consent form contained in

gives permission for use in the foundation’s research. So far the areas of 
location ” ^ beGn defined as “human resources and their ap-

And applicant can withdraw his data, according to Hudson 
time with a letter to the foundation.

Career Assessment Limited and the Human Studies Foundation leave 
a lot of questions unanswered.
_ ”“d?°n a,nd his firm are financially stable and Career Assessments is 
a registered corporation. The method of collecting the data and the 
setting up of the non-profit corporation is legal.

But no safeguards are made for the possible abuse of privileged in
formation and Hudson is not a man to instill a lot of confidence in the 
propsective applicant. Caveat emptor still prevails.
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